
VISIONLINK  SUBSCRIPTIONS
®

Data takes the guesswork out of managing your assets and controlling costs. Get the VisionLink 
subscription that best fits your business and your bottom line.

PERFORMANCEPRO
ADDS more robust monitoring data to 

PERFORMANCE level subscriptions for Cat and 
other brands of equipment. 

WHAT PERFORMANCEPRO ADDS
INCREASE SITE PRODUCTIVITY through more 
frequent data analytics and reporting that 
integrate multiple machine productivity 
datasets from the entire site.

IMPROVE RESULTS TRACKING precise 
payload, location and time details while 
developing cycle segmentation data for 
analysis.

INSIGHTS FOR IMPROVEMENT from integra-
tion of Productivity KPIs and benchmarks into 
data analysis and progress reporting.

HIGH-FREQUENCY REPORTING

PERFORMANCE
ADDS even more comprehensive data with increased 
frequency over CONNECTPRO level for smarter, faster 

decision making.

WHAT PERFORMANCE ADDS
OPTIMIZE SITE EFFICIENCY through more 
frequent data reporting, review and response.

IMPROVE PRODUCTION with total payload and 
cycle count

MORE EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION with advanced 
breakdowns, analysis and mapping.

COST-EFFICIENT PLANNED MAINTENANCE 
with real-time critical and non-critical alerts. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY REPORTING

CONNECTPRO
ADDS more robust monitoring data to CONNECT level 
subscriptions for Cat  and other brands of equipment. 

WHAT CONNECTPRO ADDS
PROACTIVELY MANAGE ASSET LOCATION 
with use of geo-fences and recording of asset 
entries and exits.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY by monitoring working 
vs. idle hours and expanded notifications.

LOWER OPERATING COSTS with cost analysis 
and excessive idling reports.

CONTROL SITE SAFETY with remote disable.

DAILY REPORTING

CONNECT
Provides you with core telematics data that answers 
important questions about your assets — helping you 

manage your operating costs.

HOW CONNECT HELPS MY BUSINESS
INCREASE VISIBILITY of your operation with 
daily information about asset location. 

MONITOR FUEL COST by tracking fuel utilization 
and working vs. idle time.

REDUCE UNPLANNED DOWNTIME with 
maintenance reminders and service alerts.

TRACK CARBON FOOTPRINT for easier 
compliance reporting with emissions 
calculation.

DAILY REPORTING

INSTANT UPDATE! Request asset data for hours and location immediately.
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